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I. SUMMARY 

This case asks Council to determine whether the Parker Gray Board correctly decided to allow 
the demolition of the American Legion Building at 224 North Fayette Street. The building is 
significant because it stands as a reminder of the important African American history in the 
Parker GrayIInner City neighborhood. It is an intact architecturally historic building which is 
listed as a contributing structure in the Virginia Landmarks Register and in the anticipated 
UptownIParker-Gray National Register Historic District. On the other hand, the owner of the 
property contends that the building is in serious disrepair and is not capable of economic use if 
preserved. The community is divided about the merits of the case. The Parker-Gray Board, 
voting 5-2, determined that the applicant met the zoning ordinance and Design Guidelines 
criteria for demolition and granted the application. Staff had recommended against demolition. 

Two appeals followed. 

3 On May 22, 2009, Boyd Walker and neighboring property owners in the Parker-Gray 
Historic District appealed the decision of the Parker-Gray Board "to reverse the decision 
of the Board of Architectural Review granting a permit to owner of 224 North Fayette 
Street to demolish the structure thereon." 

On August 5,2009, the City Manager filed a concurrent appeal in order to ensure that the 
matter was presented for public hearing. There was potential at that time for the citizen 
appeal to be invalidated because it was signed by fewer than the required 25 property 
owners within the Parker-Gray Historic District boundaries. Subsequently, the citizen 
appeal was validated with the required 25 valid signatures. 

On appeal, Council must decide whether the demolition is appropriate and consistent with the 
standards and criteria in the Zoning Ordinance (Sec. 10-205(B)) and the Design Guidelines for 
demolition of existing structures. It may uphold, overturn, or amend the Board's decision, or 
remand the case to the Board for krther action. 

11. BACKGROUND: CHRONOLOGY 

A ~ ~ l i c a t i o n  for Permit to Demolish 
The applicant purchased the property in February 2009. After meeting with P&Z Staff and 
discussing options for rehabilitation, including possibly a new addition, the applicant determined 
that it was not feasible to rehabilitate the building. In March, the applicant offered to donate the 
building to the City and to have it moved to the adjacent HunterIMiller Park, an offer the City 
declined. In April, the applicant approached Staff again, this time with a proposal to demolish 
the building and construct a new building. 

In the application for the Permit to Demolish submitted on May 22, 2009, the applicant stated 
that the building is past its useful life and has been effectively demolished because of the neglect 
and lack of maintenance by past owners. In the submitted narrative, the applicant states that the 
roof, windows, and exterior asbestos siding cannot be retained due to deterioration. The 
application is only for demolition, so that this issue may be analyzed without regard to potential 
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new development options. The applicant has said his intention is to redevelop the property with 
a structure that fits the uses of the CRMUJM Zone, to use green building technologies and to 
meet the goals of the Braddock Road Metro Small Area Plan. 

Staff initially determined that the application to demolish was incomplete and asked the 
applicant for additional information. Specifically, Staff requested a historic building structures 
report to demonstrate the lack of maintenance, or any formal report that describes the structural 
or architectural integrity of the building from a qualified professional. In response, the applicant 
provided some additional information, although a formal structural report has not been 
submitted. 

Information Session 
An information session was held with the Board on June 24, 2009. Both Staff and the applicant 
made presentations to the Board, and members of the public offered comments. 

Public meeting 
City Staff hosted a public meeting on July 20,2009, to seek input from the community regarding 
the proposed demolition. The meeting was attended by 14 individuals, including representatives 
of the African-American community, the Chairman of the Alexandria Historic Restoration and 
Preservation Commission, representatives from the Historic Alexandria Foundation, other 
citizens, the applicant and his attorney. During the meeting, most in attendance expressed strong 
concerns about the demolition of the building and the desire to seek other solutions for the 
property. 

BAR Decision on Appeal 
The Parker-Gray Board of Architectural Review considered the demolition proposal on July 22, 
2009. Staff recommended denial of the application. However, the Board did not agree with the 
Staff analysis and approved the application for a Permit to Demolish by a 5-2 vote. The approval 
included a series of conditions, including the following two requirements that must occur prior to 
demolition: 

The applicant must, with professional consultants, work with Staff to find an 
appropriate means of interpreting and commemorating the history associated with 
the building, incorporating elements of the historical character and archaeology 
into the design of any new development and its open space; and 

The applicant must apply for review and approval by the BAR of any new 
development. 

The Board determined that, based on its evaluation of the criteria of Section 10-205(B), the 
structure was not of such significance that its demolition would be detrimental to the public 
interest. The Board also found that while the social history of the site was very important, the site 
itself was not historically significant. Finally, the Board recognized that because of its 
significant deterioration, the building may not be restorable and, fhrther, that, even if it is 
restorable, it would be especially challenging to maintain the historic integrity as part of any 
restoration and reuse of the building. 
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Ms. Kelly and Mr. Meick voted against the motion to approve the demolition and supported the 
Staff recommendation. They believed that other options should be explored and that a 
compelling reason for demolition had not been made. 

At the hearing, in addition to the applicant, there were 18 members of the public who spoke on 
the item, with a great deal of discussion regarding the existing building and its history, the 
feasibility of rehabilitating the building, and a way to find a compromise. Of the 19 speakers, ten 
spoke against the demolition, seven spoke in favor of demolition (this includes .the applicant), 
and two expressed the desire to find a compromise. 

111. HISTORY AND ANALYSIS 

Historv of the Building: 
The building known as the American Legion Building is located at 224 North Fayette Street and 
is a simple, one-story, rectangular, gable-fronted, freestanding frame dwelling constructed in 
1944. The building references the Craftsman style of architecture and has original asbestos 
shingle siding, asphalt shingle roof, two exposed brick chimneys on the south elevation, and six- 
over-six and twelve-over-twelve, double-hung wood windows. While very minimal in detailing, 
the building does have exposed rafter ends and gabled stick-style hoods over the centered front, 
side, and rear entrances, and is characteristic of mail-order buildings from 19 10- 1940. 

The structure was originally built in 1944 based on plans provided by the State of Virginia 
Department of Education to house a nursery school operated by the City school system. Later, in 
1950, the building was leased and then sold to the American Legion Post. It was named for 
William Thomas, the first African-American soldier from Alexandria to be killed in action 
during World War I. The American Legion itself was chartered in 193 1. During the segregation 
era, the building served as the only American Legion outpost in Alexandria open to African- 
Americans. The American Legion sponsored such activities as Boys State, youth programs and 
sports teams and participated in community parades. 

Historical Si~nificance in the Neighborhood 
While the building has been poorly maintained, the simple vernacular building remains virtually 
unaltered from the time of construction. The building has been determined to be a contributing 
building to the proposed UptownRarker-Gray National Register Historic District. In June 2008 
the District was listed in the Virginia Landmarks Register by the Virginia Board of Historic 
Resources. The District's listing on the National Register of Historic Places is anticipated soon. 
The area of significance that Parker-Gray meets in terms of criteria for listing on the state and 
federal registers include the categories of architecture, ethnic heritage: African-American, and 
social history. The American Legion building contributes to the District's significance because 
of its age-65 years old, its intact architectural integrity, and its association as an African- 
American institution within the neighborhood. 

The Parker-Gray Historic District is largely comprised of residential buildings. Its small number 
of civic and institutional buildings has even greater importance than might be true elsewhere, 
such as the Old and Historic District which is a more historically mixed-use district. Buildings 
such as the American Legion that are directly connected to the social and cultural history of the 
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neighborhood, namely its African-American history and the era of segregation, are important to 
be retained and preserved. The building was originally constructed for use as a nursery school 
during World War I1 and is very similar to other buildings built during the 1930s and 1940s, 
specifically for use by the African-American community throughout the nation, namely 
Rosenwald Schools and emergency nursery schools. The other educational buildings in the 
Parker-Gray Historic District have already been demolished. As the neighborhood has 
undergone changes and transitions, its history and the building stock associated with that history 
is slowly being lost by demolition. 

Standards for Demolition: 
Staff has consistently taken the position that the application for the Permit to Demolish should be 
denied and, in doing so, Staff relied on guidance from the Design Guidelines and the Zoning 
Ordinance. 

Zoning Ordinance Standards 
In considering a Permit to Demolish, the Board and Council must consider the following criteria 
set forth in the Zoning Ordinance, 5 10-205(B), which are stated in the affirmative. If any one of 
the following criteria is met, then the Board, and Council on appeal, should deny the demolition 
application: 

(1) Is the building or structure of such architectural or historical interest that its removal 
would be to the detriment of the public interest? 

(2) Is the building or structure of such interest that it could be made into an historic 
shrine? 

(3) Is the building or structure of such old and unusual or uncommon design, texture, and 
material that it could not be reproduced or be reproduced only with great difficulty? 

(4) Would retention of the building or structure help preserve and protect an historic 
place or area of historic interest in the city? 

(5) Would retention of the building or structure promote the general welfare by 
maintaining and increasing real estate values, generating business, creating new 
positions, attracting tourists, students, writers, historians, artists, and artisans, 
attracting new residents, encouraging study and interest in American history, 
stimulating interest and study in architecture and design, educating citizens in 
American culture and heritage and making the city a more attractive and desirable 
place to live? 

(6) Would retention of the building or structure help maintain the scale and character of 
the neighborhood? 

Staffs recommendation to the Board against demolition was based on its finding that the former 
American Legion building meets four of the six criteria set forth in the Ordinance for reviewing 
the proposed demolition based on its intact architecture (Criteria 1 and 6),  and for its historical 
associations (Criteria 4 and 5). Furthermore, Staff found that the building was of such historical 
interest due to its association with African-American social and cultural history that its removal 
would be a detriment to the public interest (Criteria 1). In addition, Staff found that the retention 
of the building would help preserve and protect an historic place or area of history in the city, 
once again due to its association with African-American social and cultural history (Criteria 4). 
Staff also found the retention of the building would promote the general welfare by attracting 
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tourists, students, writers, historians, artists, and artisans, and encouraging study and interests in 
American history-particularly African-American history-while educating citizens in 
American culture and making the city a more attractive and desirable place to live (Criteria 5). 
Lastly, Staff found that retention of the building would indeed help maintain the scale and 
character of the neighborhood (Criteria 6). 

Desinn Guidelines 
The Design Guidelines state "Generally speaking, there must be a compelling reason for the 
demolition, either in whole or in part, of a significant structure in the historic districts." In 
determining the significance of building, the Design Guidelines advise: "The determination of 
significance will be based upon the following factors: 

All buildings and structures constructed prior to 1860 are significant and those historic 
portions must be documented. 
Buildings and structures which contribute to and may increase knowledge of the 
architectural and cultural history of Alexandria or the nation are significant and must be 
documented. 
Buildings which embody noteworthy craftsmanship or design features may be considered 
significant. In some instances, documentation may be limited to recordation of the 
significant features or details." 

Staffs position against demolition was based on the building's significance as evidenced by its 
listing on the Virginia Landmarks Register as a contributing building to the UptowdParker-Gray 
Historic District, as a contributing structure to the proposed National Register Historic District, 
and for the reasons cited in compliance with the zoning ordinance standards for preservation. 

The Case for Demolition 
The applicant has successfully argued that, despite the important cultural importance of the 
building, it will be near impossible for it to be restored and reused. 

Potential Reuse o f  the Buildinq 
At the BAR public hearing, the applicant stated that the American Legion was built as a 
temporary nursery school and that it was never intended to be used for this length of time. He 
acknowledged the importance of the building for some of the activities in the building, but said 
that the building itself did not make anything that occurred there significant. He stated that all 
buildings can be restored but that it was not economically viable to restore this one. Because the 
building is only 2,000 square feet, the only way to make it economically viable would be to 
encapsulate the building, but that would obscure the building's original form. He offered that the 
building does contain some of its original materials, but that they were in unsatisfactory 
condition, unhealthy, or beyond repair, including asbestos siding, deteriorating asphalt shingles 
on the roof, and deteriorated windows. For these reasons, the applicant concludes, and the 
Parker-Gray Board agreed, the building was not a good candidate for reuse. 

Staffs recommendation below was based in part on its concern about the lack of specificity and 
documentation to demonstrate that the building is so structurally deteriorated that it merits 
demolition. While the applicant provided a narrative letter from a structural engineer, and gave 
personal testimony at the BAR hearing, the documents submitted contain little concrete detail 
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beyond those relating to cosmetic, not structural, issues. Further, there are no photographs 
illustrating the concerns and observations of the engineer, which would be expected as part of a 
complete and thorough historic structures report. The Design Guidelines state: "In some 
instances, the Boards may require a structural analysis of the building by a licensed professional 
engineer in order to make an informed decision regarding the structural integrity of a building 
before making a decision on the application for a Permit to Demolish." For Staff, most of the 
items outlined in the engineer's letter submitted to support the demolition are typical conditions 
in buildings that are preserved and rehabilitated in both the City's historic districts. Nevertheless, 
the Board found the applicant's contentions convincing and granted the application for 
demolition. 

Preservation/Demolition o f  Similar Buildings in the City 
After the BAR public hearing, a question was raised regarding whether there are or were any 
other buildings similar to 224 North Fayette Street in the City that had been razed or preserved. 
In the course of its ongoing work, the Planning Staff has conducted broad surveys of the City to 
identify and assess historic buildings. Staff is not aware of any similar buildings within the City 
that were either built from these common plans or constructed for a similar nursery school or 
school use, either for the City's general population or for African-American children specifically. 

A specific question was asked about whether there were any similarities between the American 
Legion building and the Colasanto Center at 2704 Mount Vernon Ave. The present Colasanto 
Center building was constructed by Arlington County in 1923 for use of the Arlington County 
Health Department. This part of the City was annexed from Arlington County in 1930 and the 
building now serves as the home of the Del Ray Artisans Gallery. Other than very broad 
similarities, that both 224 North Fayette and 2704 Mount Vernon are single-story, wood frame 
gable-roofed structures built by a local government, the buildings are significantly different. 
They were built for different uses, to serve different populations, constructed 22 years apart and 
in differing architectural styles. The American Legion building was constructed in a simple 
vernacular, Craftsman style with exposed rafter ends and bracketed stick-style door hoods. In 
contrast, the Colasanto Center building was built in a much higher style: a Classical Revival 
style with pediment gabled front with a circular window with Doric porch columns supporting a 
pronounced entablature, and additional Classical Revival elements. 

V. CITY COUNCIL ACTION ALTERNATIVES 

The Council may affirm, reverse or modify the decision of the Board by a simple majority vote. 
City Council may also remand the project to the Board with instructions to consider alternatives. 

Attachments: 
Attachment 1 : BAR Staff report, July 22,2009 
Attachment 2: Design Guidelines chapter on demolition 
Attachment 3 : Correspondence 

STAFF: Faroll Hamer, Director, Department of Planning and Zoning 
Lee Webb, Principal Planner, Boards of Architectural Review 
Stephen Milone, Division Chief, Zoning and Land Use Services 
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VI. IMAGES 
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Figure 1. Existing Plat. 
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Figure 2. Existing exterior condition photograph from N. Fayette Street. 
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Figure 3. Existing exterior condition photographs of building. 
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Figure 4. Original Construction Drawing. 










































































































































